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Have your say on Senior Secondary
Certificate Reform
Together with the Department of Education and Training, we are pleased to invite you to provide feedback on two important Senior
Secondary Certificate Reform discussion papers:
• Vocational specialisation within the VCE – draft certificate design
• Foundation pathways certificate – draft certificate design.
Your feedback will help shape the final senior secondary certificate designs, which are a signature piece of the reforms to vocational
education in Victorian schools.
To provide feedback, go to Engage Victoria and complete the survey by Wednesday 4 August.
We will add further elements of the reform agenda, including curriculum study designs and an enhanced statement of results, later
in the year.
For more information, go to the Senior Secondary Certificate Reform page or email the Senior Secondary Certificate Reform team.
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Message from our CEO
Welcome to Term 3.
As I write this message, Victoria has introduced measures to slow the spread of COVID-19. While
we have taken every step to make sure the information in this edition of the Bulletin is correct at
the time of publication, please check our website and future Bulletin editions for further updates.

Protecting Aboriginal heritage
We began this month by celebrating NAIDOC week (4–11 July), which focused on the protection
of Indigenous sites and cultural heritage. An important part of protecting Indigenous cultural heritage
extends to the oral traditions of Country and Place.
You can help to preserve Indigenous heritage by starting an Aboriginal Languages program in your school. To find out more, go to
our recently revised Victorian Aboriginal Languages pages, including a new section on how and where to begin.

Senior Secondary Certificate Reform
We are pleased to be seeking feedback from the education community on the Senior Secondary Certificate Reform discussion
papers. If you are involved in applied learning and believe in the importance of giving our young people the best opportunity to
develop the skills they need to thrive in the future workplace, please review the discussion papers and contribute your views through
Engage Victoria.
If you are interested in finding out more about the Senior Secondary Certificate Reform, please also come along to an information
session that I am holding with Executive Director Sue Bell and Project Director Kelly Jarvis. Go to the Victorian Senior Secondary
Certificate Reform page for details.

Nominate a VCE leader
So much of student life in Years 11 and 12 revolves around doing well in examinations and achieving a score that will lead to further
study. What sometimes gets less notice is the time and effort that many young people put into giving back to the community during
their secondary years.
This is why each year we hold the VCE Leadership Awards, which recognise the contribution of students who make a positive
difference in their school or wider community. If you know of a student with compassion, initiative and who inspires and supports
the people around them, please nominate them for an award by Friday 30 July.

Stephen Gniel
Chief Executive Officer
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Excellence and awards

Nominations open for the VCE Leadership Awards
Do you know a VCE student who shows initiative, inspires others, is a team player and wants to make a difference in their community?
Nominate them for a 2021 VCE Leadership Award.
The awards recognise VCE students who demonstrate exemplary leadership in activities associated with the arts, sport, debating
and public speaking. They may be campaigners for social issues or be involved in fundraising.
VCE coordinators, teachers and students can nominate up to two candidates from their school. Download a nomination form from
the VCE Leadership Awards page.
Don’t miss out – nominations close Friday 30 July.

Congratulations to the Board Appreciation Award winners
We are pleased to announce two winners of this year’s VCE Season of Excellence Board Appreciation Award: Tavishek Sharma from
Frankston High School for the Media – Photography work Diwali: An ode to home and Amilie Hsiao from Mount Waverley Secondary
College for the Studio Arts work Viruses.
Tavi’s photographic series was exhibited in Top Designs at the Melbourne Museum. The works show Tavi’s mother preparing for
Diwali, conveying the importance of embracing cultural heritage in our multicultural society.
‘I am incredibly humbled by my selection into Top Designs and the award,’ said Tavi.
‘I come from a Fijian Indian background where my ancestors came to Fiji as indentured labourers from India. I take immense pride
in my work’s representation of my culture and identity. I owe it to my community through this selection to pursue what I am most
passionate about – photography.’
Amilie’s sculptures of viruses were part of this year’s Top Arts at the Ian Potter Centre, NGV. Created from polymer clay, the works
refer to both the COVID-19 pandemic and the SARS outbreak in Taiwan that occurred around the time Amilie was born. Feelings of
uncertainty were a main motivator for the series, as well as a desire to understand viruses and pandemics.
‘Participating in Top Arts was amazingly rewarding after an unpredictable and challenging year,’ said Amilie.
‘Winning the VCAA Board Appreciation Award solidified my confidence in the work I did during 2020.’
The Board Appreciation Award recognises innovative student work from the VCE Season of Excellence. The winners each receive
a cheque for $1000 and a certificate for their efforts.

Viruses, Amilie Hsiao, Mount Waverley Secondary College
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People’s Choice Awards
Congratulations also goes to the following students who were selected for VCE Season of Excellence People’s Choice Awards:
• Top Screen – Jamie Miller, St Kevin’s College, for the mockumentary film Magnum Opus
• Top Designs – Chloe Skinner, Kardinia International College, for Geometric reading chair
• Top Arts – Miah Gioia Johnson, Templestowe College, for Sections (etching on paper); Greta Linehan, St Aloysius College,
for 1 in 5 Australian women over the age of 15 are victims of sexual abuse (mixed media); Arie Sawyer, Alice Miller School,
for People are cocoon weavers, whether they know it or not (textile installation); and Sophie Yang, Yarra Valley Grammar, for
Imagine how much more you could be (digital inkjet print).
‘It can be daunting creating something that is uniquely you, but being selected is a humbling experience,’ said Jamie, whose film
follows the struggles of an intrepid director as he attempts to make his magnum opus.
Chloe wanted to create a statement piece of furniture that was geometric, eye catching and high quality. Her advice to current
students is to ‘make a product that you’re passionate about, build a strong relationship with your teacher and get outside your
comfort zone.’
For Miah Gioia, winning a People’s Choice Award for her diptych of a dahlia bulb has boosted her confidence to pursue her chosen
path. ‘I am currently studying printmaking at RMIT, practising in various mediums. It’s gratifying to know that people recognised and
liked my work.’

Plain English Speaking Award State Final 2021 postponed
The 2021 Plain English Speaking Award (PESA) State Final, scheduled to be held on Friday 23 July, has been postponed to Tuesday
10 August. Please book to stream the event through The Wheeler Centre.
Competing for this year’s title will be Zuva Goverwa (Haileybury), Leo Louis (Melbourne High School) Gitaanjali Nair (Penleigh
and Essendon Grammar School), Skyla Ruthven (McKinnon Secondary College), Leanne Sebastian (St Monica’s College), and
Alexander Xing (St Kevin’s College).
PESA is sponsored by the Australia–Britain Society (Victoria). The award gives students aged 15–18 years the opportunity to build
confidence and communication skills through researching and presenting topics they are passionate about.

Plain English Speaking Award State finalists for 2021
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Early Years

Latest assessment and practice resources
Download the VEYLDF Learning and Development Outcome resources, which you can also order in bound print.

Children are connected with and contribute to their world
The literature review and practice guide unpack the concept of connection and contribution, which includes:
• developing a sense of belonging to groups and communities, and an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities
necessary for active civic participation
• responding to diversity with respect
• becoming aware of fairness
• becoming socially responsible and showing respect for the environment.

Children have a strong sense of identity
The literature review and practice guide unpack the concept of a strong sense of identity, which includes:
• a sense of safety and security
• autonomy and agency
• a sense of self
• respectful interaction with others.
Subscribe to the Early Years Alert to find out about our latest resources, webinars and professional learning resources.
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Foundation−10

Curriculum
New curriculum implementation resources
Earth and space sciences
How can we do a better job of managing planet Earth? How can we predict and respond to floods, storms and cyclones?
Fracking – should we or shouldn’t we?
Five new F–10 Science resources use contemporary socio-scientific issues and contexts to engage students and develop their
scientific knowledge and thinking skills.
The resources incorporate content from the Earth and space sciences sub-strand, the Science as a human endeavour sub-strand
and the Science Inquiry Skills strand of the Science curriculum, as well as other selected curriculum areas.

Mathematics
Two new case study videos demystify the curriculum planning process for Mathematics. The videos provide examples from a
primary and secondary school on how to plan for and implement the Mathematics curriculum within the broader school context and
within the classroom.
The case studies show how the schools identified gaps in student knowledge and learning, and how to access and implement
various curriculum planning and assessment tools.

Victorian Aboriginal Languages
We have revised the Victorian Aboriginal Languages pages to make it easier to find planning, teaching and assessment resources,
including a ‘Getting started’ section with information on how to start a Victorian Aboriginal language program in your school.
You can also download two new sample units of work for Levels 3–6 to build student language skills, knowledge and understanding,
focusing on their local Aboriginal context.
The first sample, ‘Seasons and country – Winter-warinj’, explores the winter season, looking at seasonal markers, such as weather,
shelter, clothing, warmth, plants, animals and the night sky.
The second sample, ‘Symbols and storytelling’, explores local and other Aboriginal symbols and stories used in a range of contexts.
Students can use this knowledge to build and tell their own stories.
To access resources for other F–10 curriculum areas, go to the Curriculum area resources and Cross-curriculum resources pages.
For more information and to provide feedback, please email the F–10 Unit or call (03) 9059 5138 or 9059 5136.

Access professional learning
You can access recordings of professional learning webinars held in Terms 1 and 2.
Topics include:
• Introducing the Victorian Curriculum F–10
• Linking the Design Technologies curriculum to the Royal Melbourne Show exhibits
• Frequently asked questions about the F–10 Mathematics curriculum and Computational Thinking
• Using the VCAA Online F–10 Language Assessments.
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Assessment
National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)
Important dates for 2021
The transition to NAPLAN Online has commenced for the schools that completed paper testing in 2021. It is anticipated that all
schools will complete NAPLAN Online in May 2022.
Schools transitioning to NAPLAN Online will need to complete a program of school readiness activities to ensure they are sufficiently
prepared to deliver the tests online. Schools have been notified of the activities they must undertake in 2021, including participating
in the School Readiness Test between August and November 2021.
Please make sure that relevant staff have registered to attend the training. Go to the NAPLAN Online page for dates and details.

Victorian Certificate of Education

Curriculum
Prescribed lists 2022
The following prescribed lists are available via the relevant VCE study page:
• Classical Studies – 2022 Classical works lists
• Latin – 2022–2026 Prescribed text (prescribed lines added)
• Philosophy – Prescribed texts 2022.

Consultation on proposed draft VCE study designs
We are seeking your feedback on the following proposed draft VCE study designs (to commence in 2023):
• Chemistry
• Music
• Physics
• Psychology.
To provide feedback, review the relevant consultation documents (proposed draft study design, summary of proposed changes and
study review plans) and complete the online questionnaire on each study page by Tuesday 3 August.

VCE First Languages Study Design Implementation
You are invited to an implementation webinar on Wednesday 28 July at 3.45pm for the following newly accredited VCE First Language
study designs 2022–2026:
• Chinese First Language
• Indonesian First Language
• Japanese First Language
• Korean First Language
• Vietnamese First Language.
Register via the VCE professional learning page.
Before attending the webinar, please watch the video overview of the changes made to the revised and reaccredited study.

Apply to be a member of the VCE Visual Communication Design Expert Reference
Group
Refer to Notice to Schools 89/2021.
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Assessment
Unit 4 School-based Assessment Audit
On Tuesday 20 July we will notify schools of the Unit 4 School-based Assessment Audit requirements. The purpose of the audit is to
determine if school-based assessment is following the specifications and requirements set out in the accredited VCE study design
and assessment principles.
To view the list of studies selected for audit in 2021, go to VASS > School Program > VCE > School-based Assessment Audit (filter
the search function to view Unit 4 studies only).
In the first stage of the audit, VCE teachers must complete a study-specific audit questionnaire on their school’s behalf, with
support from the Principal or delegate. Their responses to the questionnaire must detail the planned approach to assessment for
Unit 4 in 2021.
As part of our notification, we will email schools further information about the audit process, including detailed information for
teachers completing the questionnaire. Please forward this information to your nominated teachers and make sure they also refer
closely to the instructions given at the beginning of each questionnaire.
If insufficient responses are provided in the questionnaire, or if an error is detected, schools will proceed to the second audit stage
and be asked to provide further evidence.
The audit questionnaire must be completed by Friday 13 August.
For more information, please email the School-based Assessment Audit team or phone (03) 9059 5166.

New VASS report: School Scores by Partnership (Ranked)
Refer to Notice to Schools 90/2021.

VCE Extended Investigation Critical Thinking Test front cover
Refer to Notice to Schools 92/2021.
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Senior Secondary Certificate Reform

New certificates
From 2023, senior secondary students will be able to enrol in one of two new certificates:
• VCE with vocational specialisation stream
• foundation pathways certificate.

Vocational specialisation in the VCE
The new vocational specialisation stream in the VCE will replace the existing Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL) at the
Intermediate and Senior levels.
The stream will be embedded in the VCE and will be recognised within the Australian Qualifications Framework. It will build on the
strengths of the VCAL, including the breadth of curriculum, the development of work-related skills and capabilities, and community
engagement, while also building students’ citizenship skills and social conscience.
Students will have access to rigorous and engaging curriculum, including workplace experiences with appropriate levels of
differentiation to accommodate a wide range of abilities and interests. Students will progressively build their knowledge and skills
through structured Unit 1–4 sequences that provide clear progression between units and enhanced approaches to assessment.
In 2025, a fully integrated senior secondary certificate will be implemented. The integrated certificate will build on the successes of
the VCAL and recognise the increasing importance of vocational learning in making sure students thrive in professional, personal
and civic life.

Foundation pathways certificate
The new foundation pathways certificate will replace the existing Foundation VCAL. Completed over two years, the certificate will be
recognised within the Australian Core Skills Framework at Levels 1 and 2, with extension to Level 3 built into the curriculum. It will
strengthen the current foundation level qualification and improve pathway choices for students.

Reform context
In November 2019 the Victorian Government commissioned a major review into vocational and applied learning pathways for senior
secondary students to improve transitions between school, further training, education and work, and to provide young people with
an education that is engaging and delivers in-demand skills.
The recommendations of the Review into Vocational and Applied Learning Pathways in Senior Secondary Schooling aim to strengthen
the design and delivery of vocational and applied learning pathways, promote the benefits of vocational and applied learning, and
better prepare students for life beyond school.
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Get involved
We are holding webinars to provide an overview of the certificate designs for the VCE vocational specialisation and the foundation
pathways certificate (working titles). The webinars will be facilitated by CEO Stephen Gniel, Executive Director Sue Bell and Project
Director Kelly Jarvis.
Each webinar will be identical in content and structure, and you will be able to ask questions.
Please register for the webinar on Wednesday 21 July, 3.45–4.45pm.
For more information, go to the Senior Secondary Certificate Reform page or email the project team.

Vocational Education and Training

Program changes for 2022
Please note the following changes to VCE VET programs.
Changes to individual qualifications are published only upon VCAA Board approval. Please refer to future issues of the VCAA Bulletin
for further advice on VCE VET programs and transition arrangements.

New qualifications for 2022
• AHC21020 Certificate II in Conservation and Ecosystem Management will replace AHC21016
• ACM20121 Certificate II in Animal Care will replace ACM20117
• 10949NAT Certificate II in Applied Language will replace 10297NAT
• AUR20720 Certificate II in Automotive Vocational Preparation will replace AUR20716
• CPC20220 Certificate II in Construction Pathways will replace CPC20211
• BSB20120 Certificate II in Workplace Skills will replace BSB20115 and BSB30120 Certificate III in Business will
replace BSB30115
• RII20720 Certificate II in Civil Construction will replace RII20715
• CUA20220 Certificate II in Creative Industries will replace CUA20215 and CUA31020 Certificate III in Screen and Media will
replace CUA31015
• CUA20120 Certificate II in Dance will replace CUA20113 and CUA30120 Certificate III in Dance will replace CUA30113
• UEE22020 Certificate II in Electrotechnology (Career start) will replace UEE22011
• ICT20120 Certificate II in Applied Digital Technologies will replace ICT20115 and ICT30120 Certificate III in Information
Technology will replace ICT30118
• CUA20620 Certificate II in Music will replace CUA20615 and CUA30920 Certificate III in Music will replace CUA30915
• 22569VIC Certificate II in Plumbing (Pre-apprenticeship) has replaced 22304VIC from 2021.
• Certificate II in Integrated Technologies will replace 22289VIC Certificate II in Integrated Technologies (code pending)

Pending qualifications (under national review in 2021)
• CHC30121 Certificate III in Early Childhood Education and Care will replace CHC30113
• HLT23221 Certificate II in Health Support Services will replace HLT232XX and HLT33021 Certificate III in Allied Health
Assistance will replace HLT330XX
• SHB20116 Certificate II in Retail Cosmetics, SHB30215 Certificate III in Make-Up and SHB30115 Certificate III in Beauty
Services are under review
• SIT20416 Certificate II in Kitchen Operations is under review
• MSF20516 Certificate II in Furniture Making Pathways is under review
• The MST Training package is under review which will impact on the structure of MST20616 Certificate II in Applied Fashion
Design and Technology
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Structured Workplace Learning recognition webinar
You are invited to a webinar on Thursday 5 August at 2.30pm about implementing Structured Workplace Learning (SWL) recognition.
The webinar will focus on how SWL recognition works, the assessment and administrative requirements, using the Workplace
Learning Record and recording results on VASS.
Please register via the VET professional learning page.
For more information, go to the SWL recognition, SWL recognition assessment guidelines and Apprenticeships and traineeships pages.

Top Designs
The VCE Season of Excellence is a great opportunity to recognise outstanding student work. Top Designs is part of the Season and
includes work from the following VCE VET programs:
• Creative and Digital Media
• Engineering
• Furnishing
• Integrated Technologies
• Music Industry (Sound Production).
If you know of a student who achieves an A or A+ for a Product Task in one of the above programs, please encourage them to apply.

Get VET career pathway posters and student journey videos
Visit Get VET and explore the wide range of videos, student success stories, posters and flowcharts that can support you in
informing students and school communities about the opportunities available through VET in the VCE and VCAL.
Career pathways posters are now available for the following VCE VET programs:
• Agriculture, Horticulture, Conservation and Land
Management

• Automotive

• Animal Studies

• Business.

• Building and Construction

• Applied Fashion Design and Technology
Student journey videos are now available for the following VCE VET programs:
• Agriculture, Horticulture, Conservation and Land
Management

• Engineering Studies

• Animal Studies

• Furnishing

• Applied Fashion Design and Technology

• Hair and Beauty

• Automotive

• Health

• Building and Construction

• Hospitality

• Business

• Information, Digital Media and Technology

• Cisco

• Laboratory Skills

• Community Services

• Music Industry

• Creative and Digital Media

• Plumbing

• Dance

• Sport and Recreation.

• Equine Studies

• Electrical Industry

Scored VCE VET program coursework audits
Coursework audits for Unit 3–4 sequences from scored VCE VET programs will restart this year.
The audits will focus on the revised VCE VET scored assessment arrangements introduced for 2020 and 2021. Please make sure
you select the correct Assessing Group in VASS. This group will be responsible for providing the audit material.
We will notify your principal if your school or registered training organisation has been selected for audit. You will be required to
submit a copy of the required assessment plan and the three coursework tasks.
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VET assessment plans
VET Assessment Plans are due on Friday 13 August. After this date, VASS will not allow you to modify assessment plans or RTO
details for Units 3 and 4 from scored VCE VET programs.
Please access sample assessment plans and templates via the VCE VET programs page.

Register to be on a reference group
Registrations are open to join a reference group to redevelop the following VCE VET programs:
• Creative and Digital Media
• Music Industry and Sound Production
• Dance
• Electrotechnology.
Please note that there will be no changes to these programs for 2021.

Administrative advice

Requirement to sit the General Achievement Test on Thursday 29 July
Refer to Notice to Schools 93/2021.

Bulletin board

Starting your reconciliation journey
Join Reconciliation Victoria for a free one-hour online session on Friday 30 July at 4pm. The session will introduce the basics
of Reconciliation, such as language maps, welcomes and acknowledgements and significant dates, and will also explore
Narragunnawali.
Register online.
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